K-12 Building & Construction Solutions

Your Cooperative for Better Learning Spaces
K-12 BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS

From Capital Planning Projects to Job Order Contracting, Renovations, Furnishing of Spaces and More, Talk to E&I.

When it comes to K-12 construction projects, E&I has you covered. From new builds, to one-off projects and repairs, to longer-term capital planning and management, E&I’s rich portfolio of building solutions can set you well on your way to success with virtually any construction project. All accomplished while delivering quality, cost savings and reduced time to completion.

E&I has great contracts with a wide range of construction and building-focused partners, more than 95% of which have been competitively bid in a structured, compliant RFP process validated by The National Institute of Governmental Purchasing (NIGP). With a broad portfolio of more than 130 suppliers, E&I contracts satisfy the compliance requirements of most of our members in education - and we supplement them with select ‘piggybackable’, adopted contracts solicited by Lead Public Agencies (LPAs).

When it Comes to K-12, E&I Goes Way Beyond Commodities

From flooring to roofing, and just about everything in between, E&I has a large variety of commodity contracts. But our portfolio goes way beyond commodities - to include consulting, planning and design, job order contracting, and project management. We can help K-12 school districts and schools of all sizes drive cost savings, meet complex schedules, and ensure the quality and consistency of virtually any construction project.

We’ve Built the Space . . . Now What?

Finally, when you move beyond the building envelope itself, the walls and roofing, our expansive portfolio of interiors and facilities products can help outfit your buildings from wall-to-wall. That’s all kinds of furniture and seating (lab, library, classroom), carpets and flooring, technology and smartboards, security systems, lab supplies, foodservice equipment, lockers and turf, paint and coatings, MRO supplies, and more.

Did You Know?

E&I has an expansive portfolio of technology suppliers that can help with almost all areas of building IT and security. This includes networking, servers and storage, laptops and tablets, security and surveillance systems, audio/visual equipment and so much more.
How E&I Fits In . . .

Build It

Furnish & Operate It

Talk to E&I
Whether you’re building brand new spaces for K-12, carrying out scheduled repairs and upgrades, or just looking to complete a special project, talk to E&I. We can help!
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